EFFECTIVE. ECONOMICAL.
ECO-FRIENDLY.
Complete cleaning solutions for agriculture

PROFESSIONAL | AGRICULTURE | CLEANING AGENTS
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BIOSAFETY
AND CARE
Whether in livestock farming, arable
farming or winegrowing, in forestry
and everywhere else in agricultural
holdings: efficiency and economy,
cleanliness and hygiene, functionality
and quality are the key to business
success. Investments must be right,
as the room for manoeuvre is tight.
Furthermore, maximum biosafety and
care are the essential preconditions
for protecting the health of the animals,
the value of the machines, systems,
sheds and buildings, and thus for safeguarding one’s own income. To achieve
these objectives, Kärcher offers a whole
range of easy-to-use, robust, reliable,
economical and eco-friendly cleaning
solutions and cleaning agents that
are precisely adapted to the needs of
farmers.
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SOAKING AGENT RM 92 AGRI
It may be true that pre-cleaning very dirty sheds, stall equipment and
milking parlours before the actual cleaning creates an additional
work step. But it is a work step that reduces the subsequent cleaning
time and the necessary water consumption to such an extent that
it’s doubly worthwhile. The soaking agent has excellent greasedissolving properties and also removes dried organic dirt such as excrement and leftover animal feed without problem. At the same time,
thanks to corrosion inhibitors, the stall equipment is not corroded,
there is no adverse effect on the manure, and use is unproblematic
even in biogas facilities. The product is fully bio-degradable and,
of course, optimally suited to subsequent cleaning with our alkaline
Agri PressurePro Foam Cleaner RM 91.

Dosage and yield
Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

20,000 ml

High-pressure cleaners

–

1–3%

strong

1,400 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

4

RM 92 Agri
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4
slightly acidic
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9
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slightly alkaline
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14
alkaline

FOAM CLEANER RM 91 AGRI
In poultry, pig and cattle sheds, as well as in milking parlours,
at milking carousels and milking robots, maximum biosafety and
hygiene are the basic preconditions for animal health, and thus
also for product quality and economic success. Our alkaline foam
cleaner penetrates deep into dried dirt and, thanks to its excellent
grease-dissolving properties, also effortlessly eliminates organic
material such as excrement and leftover animal feed without problem.
Here, manure in channels, cellars or biogas facilities is in no way
negatively affected. Surfaces and stall equipment are also not subject
to corrosive effects. This is ensured by the corrosion inhibitors in the
foam cleaner. The cleaner reaches its maximum effectiveness and
efficiency after pre-cleaning with the specially adapted PressurePro
Soaking Agent, alkaline RM 92 Agri.

Dosage and yield

Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

20,000 ml

High-pressure cleaners

–

3–5%

strong

1,400 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

RM 91 Agri

0
acidic

1

2

3

4
slightly acidic

5

6

7
neutral

8

9
10
slightly alkaline

11

12

13
14
alkaline
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SURFACE CLEANER RM 93 AGRI
Our acidic surface cleaner is ideal for milking parlours and carousels,
milking robots, milk rooms and stall equipment. Thanks to its greater
viscosity, even stubborn inorganic deposits such as lime, minerals,
milkstone or rust, as well as dirt on vertical surfaces, are reliably
removed. Furthermore, RM 93 can also be used for greasy dirt, and
is thus ideal for ongoing maintenance cleaning. Despite its high
cleaning power, the cleaner is gentle on typical surface materials
such as plastic, (stainless) steel and tiles, and is fully bio-degradable.
Also manure in channels, cellars or biogas facilities is in no way
negatively affected.

Dosage and yield

Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

20,000 ml

High-pressure cleaners

–

1–3%

strong

2,000 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

6

RM 93 Agri

0
acidic
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slightly acidic
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neutral
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9
10
slightly alkaline

11

12

13
14
alkaline

ACTIVE CLEANER RM 81 AND RM 41
Agricultural machinery and vehicles are subjected every day to
heavy loads and often adverse conditions. To ensure correct operation
and functioning, and also value retention, regular cleaning and care
are therefore essential. Our PressurePro Active Cleaner, alkaline RM 81,
also removes the most stubborn grease, oil and mineral contamination, without corroding or even damaging the equipment. And this
cleaner too is fully bio-degradable.
PressurePro Hot Wax RM 41: heavy-duty machines and vehicles,
used for example in winter service, or those that are out of operation
for lengthy periods, should be protected in advance against external
influences with a preservation agent. For this purpose, we recommend
our PressurePro Hot Wax RM 41.

Dosage and yield

Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

10,000 ml

High-pressure cleaners

–

3–5%

strong

260 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

RM 41
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slightly acidic
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HOLIDAY
APARTMENT AND
FARM SHOP
In order to cushion production and harvest risks, many
farmers today prefer to have
several commercial footholds
and therefore run farm shops
or let holiday apartments.
For this purpose, Kärcher
naturally also offers specially
adapted cleaning agents for
daily requirements.

FloorPro Multi Cleaner RM 756: strongly wetting, allpurpose use, slightly alkaline, very foamy and extremely
economical.
All-purpose Cleaner Tefral: tenside-free, odourless
everyday cleaner, especially suited for use in scrubber
driers.
CarpetPro Cleaner iCapsol RM 768: cleaning agent
with encapsulation technology. Dirt is encapsulated and
suctioned during the next maintenance cleaning.
SurfacePro Alcohol-based Cleaner Alcal: all-purpose
cleaner, very foamy, lightly scented, dries quickly and
streak-free.

Dosage and yield

Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

20,000 ml

Building cleaning

–

1–3%

strong

2,000 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

8

RM 768 Tefral
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Alcal
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RM 756

9
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slightly alkaline
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14
alkaline

SurfacePro Glass and Surface Cleaner Sural: ready-to-use
glass and surface cleaner, provides fast and streak-free
drying and gentle and efficient cleaning.
SanitPro WC Cleaner Tolisan: thick, acidic toilet cleaner,
removes lime and urine deposits, deodorising and antibacterial.
SanitPro Maintenance Cleaner Allsan: pleasant longlasting fragrant everyday sanitary cleaner, very foamy,
mildly acidic.
Universal Stain Remover RM 769: removes oil, tar, shoe
polish, adhesives, etc. from solvent-resistant surfaces.

Dosage and yield

Contents:

Type of cleaning:

Primary mixture:

Dosage:

Soiling:

Yield:

10,000 ml

Building cleaning

–

3–5%

strong

260 m²

pH value
in the
concentrate

Tolisan

0
acidic

1

Allsan

2

3

4
slightly acidic

Sural

5

6

7
neutral

8

9
10
slightly alkaline
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12

13
14
alkaline
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CONSUMABLES FOR HOLIDAY APARTMENT AND FARM SHOP
As the world’s leading provider of cleaning technology, we are continuously
expanding our range of professional and high-quality manual cleaning tools.
The current product range is modular and divided into the areas of wet cleaning,
dry cleaning and glass cleaning.

Floors

Surfaces

Kitchen

Sanitary

Windows

MOP SYSTEM
5.999-024.0

HANDPAD HOLDER
6.999-119.0

MICROFIBRE CLOTH
PREMIUM GREEN
3.338-278.0

MICROFIBRE CLOTH
PREMIUM RED
3.338-272.0

GLASS AND WINDOW
CLEANING KIT
3.345-187.0

MICROFIBRE MOP
6.999-132.0

MICROFIBRE CLEANING
CLOTH FOR GLASS
6.999-142.0

MICROFIBRE CLOTH
MICROSPUN GREEN
3.338-250.0

MICROFIBRE CLOTH
PREMIUM YELLOW
3.338-276.0

WINDOW CHAMOIS
3.345-184.0

DOUBLE
BUCKET CART
6.999-025.0

DUST-BINDING CLOTH
neolinn CLASSIC
3.338-004.0

BUCKET
GREEN 4 L
6.999-186.0

WC BRUSH
3.345-543.0

BUCKET
22 L
3.345-173.0
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MINIMUM
EFFORT.
MAXIMUM
BENEFIT.
Reliability and dependability are
2 very decisive factors for a professional production process.
Equipment, machines and vehicles
must always be in perfect con
dition and also operate perfectly.
The effective, efficient and versatile cleaning
solutions from Kärcher, the extensive range
of accessories, and not least frequent innovations such as the time-saving barrel cleaner
BC 14/12, support farmers in many respects.
Firstly, they ensure maximum biosafety and
hygiene. Secondly, they keep plants, machines
and vehicles in top condition, ensuring smooth
production processes and maintaining the
value of investments over many years. Overall,
they thus play a decisive role in safeguarding income and, at the same time, reducing the
necessity of expensive new purchases.

Head Office Germany

South East Asia

South Africa

Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG
Alfred-Kärcher-Straße 28–40
71364 Winnenden

Regional Head Office
South East Asia

Kärcher (Pty) Ltd
Cnr Mount Joy & George Allen Rd
Wilbart Ext. 2
PO Box 11818
Vorna Valley, 1686

Phone +49 71 95-14-0
Fax
+49 71 95-14-2212

Karcher South East Asia Pte Ltd
3 Depot Close #05-01
Singapore 109840

www.kaercher.com

Phone +65 6897-1811
Fax
+65 6897-1611

North America

www.karcher.com.sg

Kärcher North America
4555 Airport Way
Denver, CO 80239
USA
Phone +1 303-738-5805
Fax
+1 303-865-2758

Hong Kong
Kärcher Limited
Unit 05, 13/F, Nanyang Plaza
57 Hung To Road
Kwun Tong, Kowloon

www.karcherna.com

Phone +852 2-357-5863
Fax
+852 2-357-5632

United Kingdom

www.karcher.com.hk

Kärcher (UK) Ltd
Kärcher House
Brookhill Way
Banbury
Oxon OX16 3ED
Phone +44 12 95-752-000
Fax
+44 12 95-752-103
www.karcher.co.uk

Australia
Karcher Pty Ltd
40 Koornang Road
Scoresby VIC 3179
Melbourne, Victoria
Phone +61 3-97 65-2300
Fax
+61 3-97 65-2398
www.karcher.com.au

Ireland
Kärcher Ltd
Unit 4
E.P. Mooney Business Park
Walkinstown Avenue
Dublin 12
Phone +353 1-409-7777
Fax
+353 1-409-7775
www.karcher.ie

New Zealand
Karcher Ltd
66 Allens Road
East Tamaki
Auckland 2013
Phone +64 9-274-4603
Fax
+64 9-274-6932
www.karcher.co.nz

Phone +27 11-657-7300
Fax
+27 11-657-7440
www.karcher.co.za
Dubai
Karcher FZE
Quality Cleaning Systems
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Plot No. S-10104 South Zone
RA 08, XB 1, Jebel Ali
Phone +971 4-886-1177
Fax
+971 4-886-1575
www.karcher.ae
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Please contact us for more information:

